Self-Healing Dynamic Hydrogel as Injectable Shock-Absorbing Artificial Nucleus Pulposus.
The intervertebral discs (IVDs) provide unique flexibility to the spine and exceptional shock absorbing properties under impact. The inner core of the IVD, the nucleus pulposus (NP) is responsible for this adaptive behavior. Herein, we evaluate an injectable, self-healing dynamic hydrogel (DH) based on gold(I)-thiolate/disulfide (Au-S/SS) exchange as NP replacement in a spine motion segment model. For the first time, we report the application of dynamic covalent hydrogels inside biological tissues. The dynamic exchange between Au-S species and disulfide bonds (SS) resulted in self-healing ability and frequency-dependent stiffness of the hydrogel, which was also confirmed in spine motion segments. Injection of preformed DH into nucleotomized IVDs restored the full biomechanical properties of intact IVDs, including the stiffening effect observed at increasing frequencies, which cannot be achieved with conventional covalent hydrogel. DH has the potential to counteract IVD degeneration associated with high frequency vibrations. Self-healing properties, confirmed by rheology studies and macroscopic observation after injection, were required to inject preformed DH, which recovered its mechanical integrity and microstructure to act as an artificial NP. On the other hand, covalent hydrogel did not show any restoration of NP properties as this conventional material suffered irreversible damages after injection, which demonstrates that the dynamic properties are crucial for this application. The persistence of DH in the IVD space following cyclic high-frequency loading, confirmed by tomography after mechanical testing, suggests that this material would have long life span as an injectable NP replacement material.